
dedicated to detail



dedicated to music

This book has been specially prepared for lovers of music. People who are 
passionate about listening to pure emotion. 

Not everyone can experience this passion. Some people only hear music.  
Only the gifted ones can feel it. Only the gifted can be swept to a different place, 
a different time. And only the most gifted of people can understand the 
importance of this passion.

This book also features a special collection of Marantz maestros – four ultra-high 
performing audiophile-grade ensembles, dedicated to giving you pace, power, 
emotion and pure, breath-taking audio quality. And more… because they are  
all dedicated to detail. 

The four Marantz maestros featured in these pages have all been designed, 
upgraded, and fine-tuned to make the very most of the latest no-compromise 
“lossless” Hi Res formats. Formats that provide intensely rich sampling 
frequencies that far out-strip anything that has gone before.  

Never before has so much audio detail been available for people passionate  
about music. And never before has so much been prepared to ensure you enjoy 
every drop of that detail. Be prepared for detail. Be prepared for elegance.  
And above all, be prepared for sensation. 

because music matters
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Premium 10 Series
 

For many years, the Marantz Reference 
Series of MA-9, SC-7 and SA-7 has 
set the standards for playback and 

amplification: it was the embodiment 
of the thinking underpinning every 

product the company makes, summed 
up in the simple phrase ‘Because 
Music Matters’. Now Marantz is 

challenging its own Reference Series 
with the introduction  

of the Premium 10 Series.
Page 20

Premium 11 Series
 

Now in its third generation 
-  this unique pairing is now more 

responsive, more versatile and more 
precise than ever. And today, it is 
joined by the NA-11S1: arguably 
the most advanced network player 

there has ever been.
Page 30

Four Maestros
All fine-tuned for today’s Hi Res files
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Premium 14 Series 
Special Edition 

The first-ever audiophile-grade 
Hi-Fi system to fully embrace 
the new High Resolution era. 
The result is spectacular, earth-
moving audio peppered with 

pure, delicate detail.  
Page 40

MusicLink

Amazing sound for your ears,  
a vision of beauty for your eyes –  

all in a stylish compact, space-saving 
format. With a choice of amps,  

CD player with a reference quality 
DA converter, this superbly elegant 
series is perfect for both standard 

and high resolution files. 
Page 46
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Personal

“Hi-Fi? Some people say it’s about timbre,  
definition, imaging, transient response and subsonics. 

I say it’s about emotion.”

Ken Ishiwata - Marantz Brand Ambassador

On designing a new unit…
“Like all Hi-Fi designers I have documented methodologies but these 
are only the start. You have to relentlessly try out different combinations 
of components, and listen to how they play together. When I audition 
a capacitor, for example, I’m not interested whether it is good or bad – 
but only in how it performs with the other components. A good Hi-Fi 
engineer must understand this.”

On measuring audio quality…
“Of course we have electronic measuring instruments. But these can only 
measure instantaneously – it’s like taking still photographs of a dancer: 
it is accurate but shows nothing of the dancer’s dynamism, speed and 
rhythm. Music is also dynamic. Its tone, volume, pitch and intensity 
continuously change. That’s why every time I work on a product I 
measure its quality by referencing a piece of music that I absolutely 
know from its original source. Only then can I relate the character of 
each component as part of a whole. I believe this is the ultimate way to 
reference audio quality.”

Ken Ishiwata is probably the most influential personality in today´s high-
end audio community. Universally acclaimed for his remarkable talent in 
conceptualizing stunning sound reproduction, his views and visions are avidly 
reported by the world’s Hi-Fi press and avidly consumed by the world’s music 
lovers. Here are some of his opinions on music reproduction.
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What makes a great Hi-Fi set…
“I’d like to be able to tell you that it’s such-and-such a combination,  
or the copper plated chassis, or something else. But essentially, it is how 
all the different elements work together – as one holistic system.  
Why were a certain 60’s Liverpudlian group so special? Was it the song 
writing partnership? The drummer’s earthiness or the lead guitarist’s?  
Or was it something else? No, it was all of these characteristics – and the 
fact that they all worked together as one. It is the same with Hi-Fi sets, it 
is the unique interaction of all the elements. If that interaction is natural 
and mutually self-supporting, then it is destined to be a great player.”

Why music matters…
“I believe music is the greatest form of art that humanity has ever  
created. Music is emotion. You don’t just hear it, you feel it. You live it.  
You become it. Music does all this, because it connects with your 
emotions – your humanity.”



“I pay no attention 
whatever to anybody’s 

praise or blame. I simply 
follow my own feelings.” 

Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart
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Passionate

At Marantz, we believe that music has always played a fundamental role  
in how humanity perceives reality – we do not merely hear the sounds,  
we feel them, dream them and even see them.

We also believe that true Hi-Fi is about being able to reproduce the magic 
of a performance. It’s about experiencing music just as the artist intended. 
Obviously, this kind of high quality reproduction requires the best 
components. 

But simply using the best components in an audio product will not 
reproduce the music exactly how the original artists intended. To achieve 
this, each element within a set must work in harmony with all the rest, 
they must all be carefully auditioned to ensure they work in complete 
harmony. After all, we are dealing with music.

Our heritage of technical excellence means we can create products with 
high-precision playback capabilities. But more importantly, it is our love 
and understanding of music reproduction that gives us the ability to 
communicate the scale, timbre, pitch, dynamics, and the very essence of  
a recording. It is this passion that helps ensure that every one of our 
products unlocks the power, the excitement and the emotion of music.

because music matters  

“Works of art make rules; 
rules do not make  

works of art.”

Claude Debussy
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“Music should strike fire 
from the heart of man, 

and bring tears from the 
eyes of woman.” 

Ludwig van Beethoven
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Provenance

Where did Marantz come from?
It all started in 1948 when CBS introduced the first LP records, sparking 
the public’s interest in quality music reproduction. One of those who  
was swept along was music lover, freelance graphic artist and amateur 
musician: Saul Bernard Marantz, a native New Yorker born in 1911. 
While he loved his LPs, he was deeply unhappy with the playback 
equipment available at the time, so he spent many hours in his basement 
designing, constructing and reconstructing his own amplifiers to play  
his cherished LPs. Four years later he had perfected a revolutionary 
pre-amplifier – equipped with every equalizer curve he could find to 
handle the then erratic recording characteristics. He called it the ‘Audio 
Consolette’ and it made such a powerful impression on anyone who heard 
it perform that he decided to make and sell 100 sets. Less than 12 months 
later, more than 400 had been sold and the Marantz company had  
been established.

And where are we going?
Today, that same passion for perfection and devotion to music are the 
defining factors of the Marantz company. Almost 70 years after its birth, 
Marantz design engineers are still pushing the boundaries of technical 
excellence. Because at Marantz, technical excellence is a journey –  
not a destination. Each new incremental breakthrough is celebrated by 
everyone. Because each new step takes us closer and closer to reproducing 
music exactly how the original artist intended. It’s a journey we are proud 
to travel. No matter where it takes us. 

because music matters  
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living room, thanks to stereo front, a dedicated centre and surround audio channels. 
For the first time ever, people could experience the full effects of the ear-cracking Star 
Wars Trilogy, the thunder of Ghostbusters and the magical music of Flashdance – all 
in their own living room.

1980s: Compact Disc
Within one year of the CD format being finalized in 1983, Marantz, Philips and 
Sony were first to launch commercial CD-Players. At that time decoders only delivered 
a 14bit resolution, however with 4x oversampling, the Marantz player CD-63 reached 
a resolution of 16bit and the company immediately won the deserved reputation as 
the CD-Specialist. 

1970s: mega-amp revolution
The 1970s saw Marantz reach new heights with very powerful amplifiers and receivers, 
of which the Model 500 produced a remarkable 2x 250W / 8 ohm. To handle the 
heat from this mega-amp Marantz designed an intelligent cooling tunnel with special 
heat dispersion technology. By the early 80s the Model 2600 2ch receiver was also 
gaining popularity, this 32kg unit boasted 300 watts RMS per channel x2 at 8 ohms.

Then followed the Esotec Series, which included the 42kg SM1000 stereo power amp 
with 2x 400W / 8 ohms. The Esotec Series is also treasured by audiophiles for its 
unique TT1000 turntable which features a glass-aluminium sandwich chassis. 

1958: new quality benchmark
One of the most pivotal milestone moments came with the simultaneous release  
of three legends: the Model 7 (pre-amplifier), Model 8 (stereo power amp) and the 
Model 9 (mono power amp), all introduced in 1958. These units redefined Hi-Fi 
quality by such a quantum leap, that they remained benchmark models for 11 
consecutive years, with the Model 7 selling more than 130,000 units. Soon after  
in 1963, the Model 10B also redefined quality for FM tuners with its in-built 
oscilloscope that verified power and balance. 

1953: the first of many
The ‘Audio Consolette’ in 1953 was the first-ever Marantz-inspired product, instantly 
capturing hearts and minds everywhere. It was to prove that this was the first of many 
pioneering milestones.

2016: details never before heard
The year 2016 saw Marantz upgrade, fine-tune and relaunch four high-performance 
series – all dedicated to reproducing the intensely rich and utterly elegant details of 
the latest Hi Res lossless file formats. 

2013: the birth of an entirely new era
In the year of our 60th anniversary, Marantz unveils a new era in audiophile 
sensation. Just as the first pre-amp made the very most of LP vinyl records, and the 
Marantz CD63 defined a new level CD quality, so too does the next new media get 
the Marantz touch of excellence. With the new NA-11S1 Network Player and the 
new Consolette Wireless Streaming Speaker. 

2000s: reference quality 
Marantz, as a CD-Specialist, continues to work at the forefront, and when the Super 
Audio CD (SA-CD) was introduced in 1999, the company launched the reference 
player SA-1. In 2006 it was time for a new reference Player SA-7S1 which was guided 
by the preamplifier SC-7S1 and the power mono amp MA-9S1.

First audiophile 5-channel AV-Receiver
Also in 1999 the first audiophile 5-channel AV-Receiver was introduced,  
the SR-14, for which Marantz applied its expertise gained made from Premium 
Audio Reproduction. The result was a completely new benchmark in AV quality,  
and not surprisingly the SR-14 won many awards and was installed in many reviewer 
listening rooms as the “one to beat”. It offered 5x 140W into 8 ohm rms from a  
massive Toroidal transformer, surrounded by an incredible safe-like housing with 
thick aluminium front and heavy solid copper foot. 

1990s: Superior CD players
In 1993 Marantz develops a new CD-63, although it carried the same name as  
its predecessor it was light years from the original CD-63 technology of 1983.  
This player sold more than 160,000 pieces, and was the inspiration behind the  
first ever KI Signature model in 1995.

First Dolby Surround
1985 saw Marantz setting new standards in the AV world, with the revolutionary 
RV-55 the first commercially available set with a Dolby Surround processor. 
This made it possible – for the first time ever - to enjoy fantastic cinema sound in the 

Pioneering
With a history of milestones
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For many years, the Marantz Reference Series of MA-9, SC-7 and SA-7 has set the 
standards for playback and amplification: not only does it draw on all the expertise 
the company has developed over more than 60 years, it’s also the embodiment of the 
thinking underpinning every product the company makes, summed up in the simple 
phrase ‘because music matters’. Now Marantz is challenging its own Reference Series 
with the introduction of the Premium 10 Series – products designed to create a new 
reference through new design and engineering.

Comprising the SA-10 SACD/CD Player and matching PM-10 integrated amplifier, 
this new series sees a complete re-invention of the design principles behind the 
company’s statement products. The player and amplifier are the result of an extensive 
research, development and – of course – listening process, leading to the incorporation 
of new thinking and new architectures alongside established Marantz technologies and 
strengths. All of this has targeted one very clear aim – the best possible reproduction of 
music, from CD quality all the way up to the latest ultra-high-resolution formats.

And the extent of the changes is huge: for example, the SA-10 SACD/CD player uses 
not just an all-new disc-transport mechanism developed exclusively for this model 
– many rival designs use off-the-shelf DVD-ROM drives with all their limitations – 
but also an innovative digital audio processing and conversion technology leveraging 
Marantz’s long-term commitment to SACD, and the DSD audio format enabling it.

Brand Ambassador Ken Ishiwata explains that developing a drive for this player is 
undeniably the expensive way of doing things, but it’s also the most effective: ‘From the 
time of CD players the transport was one of our strengths,’ he says, ‘and with SACD it’s 
the same. Of course it’s expensive, but if we want something special we have to do it. 
And besides, there aren’t many SACD mechanisms available today.

However, there really is no way of making this kind of mechanism cheaply, so it’s 
limited to our top-of-the-range.’

PREMIUM 10 SERIES
the new reference

PM-10 / SA-10
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Similarly the amplifier combines established Marantz technology, including the famous 
Hyper Dynamic Amplifier Modules, with a completely balanced design,  using a dual-
mono power amplifier layout in differential mode for high power, and multiple power 
supplies to ensure the best possible sound quality and noise-rejection. And while both 
products are designed to make the most of the latest digital audio formats (and some yet 
to become popular, such as DSD11.2 and DXD!), the PM-10 is also optimised for the 
much-discussed ‘vinyl revival’: it has a fully discrete phono stage for both Moving Coil 
and Moving Magnet cartridges, meaning it can make the most of today’s high-quality 
vinyl replay systems.

The development process is very much focused around listening – and a lot of it:  the 
higher the class of product, the longer the Marantz team spends on listening sessions 
designed to determine the best components and configurations. That was particularly 
the case with the DSP settings for the new Marantz Musical Mastering – Stream 
and MMM – Conversion in the SA-10, when the team had so many parameters to 
define. That innovative digital signal processing and conversion system involves the 
upconversion of all digital input signals to DSD, the enabling technology behind Super 
Audio CD, and then passing them through a DSD converter before they’re output to 
the amplifier. 

Senior Electronics Engineer Rainer Finck has worked on Marantz Reference CD  
players for 20 years, going all the way back to the CD7 of 1996, and specialising in 
DSP filtering. He played a crucial role in the design of this new Reference player, 
as he explains: ‘For the SA-10 we decided to take things to the extreme, and convert 
every digital format – from both the built-in transport and the digital inputs –  
to DSD256. As I was one of the Philips engineers way back in the late 80s, and worked 
on the company’s Bitstream converters – the last one was the DAC-7 – we could draw 
on all this knowledge to build our own bitstream converter for the SA-10.’ 

It’s the opposite approach to that taken by many other manufacturers: rather than 
converting DSD files down to PCM, in order to fit everything down the same digital 
‘pipe’, Marantz takes the purist route of upconverting everything to DSD. Two 
dedicated master clocks are used to ensure all digital signals are upsampled directly 
to DSD 256 – or four times the SACD standard –, without any need for sample rate 
conversion, and there’s a choice of two filter settings to shape the sound. 

The 1-bit signal output from the upsampling system is, in effect, already an analogue 
signal, being a very high-frequency stream of single pulses, so with all the hard work 
done, basically just needs a very high-quality low-pass filter to deliver the purest possible 
audio output. In other words, it’s a lot of initial processing in order to make the final 
conversion operation as simple as possible.

As Ishiwata jokes, in a reference to the series of Marantz products made some years 
back bearing his name, ‘Do you know what KIS stands for?  No, it’s not Ken Ishiwata 
Signature – it’s Keep It Simple!’ That thinking has inspired the new Premium 10 Series: 
simple, elegant solutions, combined with all the experience of the Marantz design team 
to create products promising superlative performance. 

It’s what makes the Marantz Premium 10 Series The New Reference.
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Amplifiers are at the core of Marantz history: its very first product was a high-
quality preamplifier designed to make the most of the then-new LP record format. 
And with a history stretching all the way to that ground-breaking Audio 
Consolette – which Saul B Marantz started manufacturing in 1952, and which 
soon became the first real Marantz product, the Model 1 preamplifier –, it’s no 
surprise that the company’s very latest Premium Series model, the PM-10, is an 
integrated amplifier built to set new standards with all of today’s music formats.

In fact, this massively powerful integrated amplifier is constructed more like a 
high-end separate preamplifier and a pair of monobloc power amps, but all in one 
beautifully finished case, designed both to maximise performance and create a 
strong visual statement. Making an integrated amplifier with dual monobloc design 
fitting in a normal size cabinet is made possible by the use of switching power 
amplifier, with dedicated power supply for each channel. Its aim? To reveal the 
maximum musical involvement from everything from LPs to the latest high-
resolution audio files and beyond, and with all the power and control required to 
drive the most demanding loudspeakers, allowing them to perform at their best.
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PM-10
R E F E R E N C E  I N T E G R AT E D  A M P L I F I E R
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The new Marantz SA-10 is the latest model in a range of high-end players 
stretching all the way back to the dawn of CD: in the original CD-63, launched in 
1983, it had the first high-end performance-tuned CD player, and that expertise 
has continued to be developed over more than 30 years. The SA-10 is designed to 
set new standards, whether with music on disc or content streamed from a 
computer, and to become the New Reference in digital audio.

To achieve that, the SA-10 is a completely new design, drawing on all that expe-
rience in making great-sounding players but with virtually every part redesigned. 
That involved both innovation and some unique thinking, all in the cause of 
getting the best possible performance across a wide range of digital audio formats.

The new model is an exceptional player of both CD and SACD discs, but can also 
play high-resolution music stored on computer-burned discs, as well as being a 
high-end digital to analogue converter for computer-stored music. 

From the unique new disc transport designed for this player all the way through to a 
complete rethink of the way digital audio data is converted into analogue signals, 
the SA-10 is a ‘clean sheet’ design, the result of painstaking research and develop-
ment and extensive listening in Marantz’s custom-built listening facilities. That’s 
symptomatic of the way Marantz has always done things: while it always aims for 
the most elegant engineering solution, the listening test is always the final arbiter. 
It’s all to do with that simple phrase running through the heart of everything the 
company does: ‘because music matters’.
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PREMIUM SUPER AUDIO CD PLAYER
WITH USB DAC AND DIGITAL INPUTS



The 11 Series amp and CD player are now in their third generation and are quite 
simply… better than ever. For example, the PM-11S3 Premium Integrated Stereo 
Amplifier now includes Marantz-original high-quality, high-purity copper speaker 
terminals, best-in-class power amp, and direct input. While our SA-11S3 Premium 
Super Audio CD Player features a spectacular SACD-M2 disc mechanism and High 
Current Audiophile DAC. The result is exceptionally fine, delicate, audio detail.  
But even before these finishing touches, this player was already a standards-setter 
of repute because it utilises many of the advanced technologies that were originally 
developed for the Reference Series SA-7S1.

And there is more… the NA-11S1 ‘Reference Standard’ USB-DAC Network Player.  
A truly inspiring set that wins hearts, minds and souls by rendering high-resolution new 
media files into ‘studio master’ quality audio. A true benchmark performance delivered, 
in part, by the unique Marantz Musical Mastering processing. The result is an entirely 
new level of superior quality. What’s more, thanks to the vast networking functionalities 
of this player, you can now enjoy your ‘new media’ in legendary Premium Series quality.

PREMIUM 11 SERIES

PM-11S3 / SA-11S3
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In combination with the NA-11S1 this seriously impressive amp is also effortless to 
control, via the Marantz Remote App (iOS and Android). This has not only made 
the PM-11S3 an extremely desirable set for today, but also ensures its success will 
continue for long into the future. On top of that, the PM-11S3 is packed with 
advanced technologies to give you the best in detail, precision, and emotion. 
The shielded Toroidal transformer and customised components ensure ultra-stable 
power output at 2x 100W into 8 ohms or 2x 200W into 4 ohms. 

Absolute signal integrity and very high signal-to-noise ratio is guaranteed via the 
3-stage construction which includes a pre-amplifier and a dual stage main-amplifier, 
as well an extra pre-amplifier for Phono MM/MC. Key technologies include the 
latest Marantz Current Feedback HDAM-SA3, as well as symmetrical circuitry with 
the shortest signal paths to deliver dynamic sound and perfect stereo imaging. 
The result is an unbelievably wide sound stage, but with extremely precise 
positioning of instruments and vocals. In addition, the chassis and rear panel are 
copper-plated to guarantee low impedance ground potential at any point for best 
possible signal integrity. 

PM-11S3
P R E M I U M  I N T E G R AT E D  S T E R E O  A M P L I F I E R

“Music produces a 
kind of pleasure which 

human nature cannot do 
without.” 

 Confucius
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“Without music, life 
would be a mistake.” 

Friedrich Nietzsche

The spectacular SA-11S3 features an SACD-M2 disc mechanism and High Current 
Audiophile DAC. The result is exceptionally fine, delicate audio detail. But even 
before these finishing touches, this player was already a standards-setter of repute 
because it utilises many of the advanced technologies that were originally developed 
for the Reference Series SA-7S1. For example, it uses the exclusive Marantz Musical 
Mastering Filtering technology, which makes standard CDs sound as incredible as 
SACDs. It offers two filters for different tastes, not just for discs, but for any digital 
signal. It also uses a high-end algorithm previously used only in professional 
recording studios. This type of filtering retains greater detail for an even wider 
sound stage as well as perfect balance. In addition, it provides fully balanced signal 
handling on short, symmetrical, and discrete circuit architecture as well as the 
HDAM-SA2 high-speed amplifier module. The internal high-precision clock 
minimises jitter to the lowest possible level, while the rigid double-layer chassis 
dampens vibration to an absolute minimum. 

There is also extensive copper-plating and system-block shielding to keep the signal 
as ultra clean. You also get high-quality headphone output featuring HDAM-SA2 
and current feedback amplification. In addition, we have included a USB input on 
the front panel for playback and recharging. The DAC mode offers three digital 
inputs – the USB-B works in asynchronous mode when directly connected to the 
computer, plus coaxial and optical digital input. All of which means that you get 
more detail, more precision, and more emotion than ever – and all in a wide-open 
sound stage that positions every instrument and vocalist with pin-point precision. 
This is enjoyment to the extreme.  

SA-11S3
P R E M I U M  S U P E R  AU D I O  C D  P L AY E R 
W I T H  U S B  D A C  A N D  D I G I TA L  I N P U T S
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“If I should ever die,  
God forbid, let this be  

my epitaph:
The only proof he needed
for the existence of God

was music” 

Kurt Vonnegut

The NA-11S1 is arguably the most advanced player there has ever been. Why? 
Because for the first time ever, it is now possible to enjoy high-resolution new 
media at home in true ‘studio master’ quality. Inside there is no compromise. 
It includes the high-current Audiophile DAC, the DSD1792, as well as a Marantz 
original DSP and Digital Filter chip, the PEC777 – housing a high-end algorithm 
previously used only in professional recording studios, and we call it Marantz 
Musical Mastering. This type of filtering retains greater detail for an even wider 
sound stage and perfect balance. Its analogue audio circuits feature Marantz 
HDAM-SA2 and HDAM. The Toroidal transformer ensures that there’s always 
more than enough power the instant it’s needed, while the rigid copper-plated 
chassis with 5mm thick aluminium top minimizes vibration and interference.

Additionally, the newly developed ground/signal isolator technology virtually 
eliminates all computer noise. The DAC-mode features optical and coaxial digital 
inputs as well as a USB-B port for direct connection to a computer to replace 
its soundcard. The USB-B enables direct high definition audio streaming so you 
can make use of the high quality DAC and audio output stage of the player. 
The USB-B port works in asynchronous mode and supports not only 192kHz 
/ 24bits but also the DSD 2.8MHz and 5.6MHz for maximized versatility and 
performance. You can play FLAC HD 192/24 files, WAV 192/24 files, Internet 
radio and Streaming Services via Ethernet, and AirPlay Music Streaming from 
iTunes or iDevices – as well as many other file types. It is also DLNA 1.5 certified, 
so Android integration is easy, and the USB-A port on the front panel also makes 
playback from an iPod/iPhone/iPad or USB device just as simple. This player has 
it all. What more could you desire?

NA-11S1
P R E M I U M  U S B  D A C  N E T WO R K  AU D I O  P L AY E R
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Re-engineered for the Hi Res era
The moment you encounter the new SA-14S1 Special Edition SACD player and the 
new PM-14S1 Special Edition Integrated Stereo Amplifier, you know that you’re in the 
presence of serious, yet understated quality. The solid aluminium 5 mm top-plates are 
perhaps the first detail to catch the eye. Pure extravagance perhaps, but vibration-less for 
sure. The same goes for the solid aluminium feet. These two opulent features mean that 
even before these units perform, the heart beats faster. On closer inspection you see the 
USB-B connection on the rear panel – for supreme High Resolution audio streaming 
directly from your PC or Mac.

Specially for lossless formats 
With this Special Edition, Marantz has re-engineered its famous 14 Series to specifically 
seize the opportunities of the new no-compromise “lossless” Hi Res formats, which 
usually use a sampling frequency of 96kHz but can reach 192 kHz at 24-bit. And that 
means vastly more open space and incredibly deeper detail than ever before. Remember, 
CD-quality is 44 kHz  at 16 bit – just a fraction of today’s Hi Res files. Now, with the 
new 14 Series Special Edition you can enjoy every delicate detail, every ingenious 
nuance, and every hint of finesse that the new formats can carry. 

But it is not all delicate detail and fascinating finesse that these two Special Edition units 
deliver. The PM-14S1 SE is equipped with the same capacitor reservoir as the original 
KI Pearl integrated amp, this optimizes the oversized Toroidal transformer. So when 
power is needed, it is instantly and effortlessly delivered in a tidal wave of sound, 
immersing the listener in audio fluidity. And it’s also a tidal wave in which every drop  
of sound is carefully reproduced and exquisitely perceived.

PREMIUM 14 SERIES

PM-14S1SE / SA-14S1SE
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The PM-14S1 Special Edition is the epitome of extreme quality and is, quite 
simply, a masterpiece. As you would expect from such an elite amp, it includes 
exceptional quality components and subsystems throughout its construction. 
The heavy 5 mm thick aluminum top lid and highly rigid feet minimize vibration 
to guarantee purest audio signal treatment. While the improved customized 
components, the Marantz own-developed HDAMs and the use of a more efficient 
electrical signal path guarantee analogue signal purity, delivering wide band 
audio with expansive dynamic range along with a completely silent noise floor. 
These elevate the audio quality to an even more sublime level. The PM-14S1 
Special Edition also comes with a remote controller, which features a stylish 
black anodized aluminum top, and which can also control the SA-14S1 Special 
Edition Player. The final touch of elegance is supplied by the special Marantz-
made solid copper speaker terminals, for effortless and powerful signaling to your 
loudspeakers. This is luxury to the extreme.

“Music is a moral law.  
It gives soul to the 

universe, wings to the 
mind, flight to the 

imagination, and charm 
and gaiety to life and to 

everything.” 

Plato

PM-14S1 SPECIAL EDITION 
P R E M I U M  I N T E G R AT E D  S T E R E O  A M P L I F I E R
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This represents a perfect platform for reference-quality sound. The SA-14S1 
Special Edition includes a heavy 5 mm thick aluminum top lid and highly rigid 
feet to minimize vibration as well as an oversized Toroidal transformer and a 
strong power supply section that generates the cleanest of power to eliminate 
cross- component contamination. It includes a DAC-Mode that’s almost identical 
in functionality to that of the revolutionary, award-winning NA-11S1. It has 
optical and coaxial digital input as well as USB-B for direct connection to a 
computer. This means it provides direct high-definition audio streaming from 
your computer so you can make use of the high quality DAC and the high quality 
audio output stage with HDAM-SA2 modules. That’s why, importantly, this newly 
developed player also includes our latest ground/signal isolator technology, to 
virtually eliminate computer noise. The player can operate as a soundcard for your 
computer and the USB-B port works in asynchronous mode to support not only 
192kHz / 24bits but also the DSD 2.8MHz and 5.6MHz for maximized versatility 
and performance. It even has a USB input on the front to play MP3, WAV, and 
AAC formats, and, of course it’s iPod/iPhone compatible. This is Super Audio CD 
quality in the sublime, and more. Much more. 

“Music expresses that 
which cannot be said 

and on which it is 
impossible to be silent.”

Victor Hugo

SA-14S1 SPECIAL EDITION 
P R E M I U M  S U P E R  AU D I O  C D  P L AY E R 
W I T H  U S B  D A C  A N D  D I G I TA L  I N P U T S
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HD-AMP1 / HD-CD1

Totally new… 
It’s not often that a totally new product category comes along – but that’s exactly what 
has happened with the Marantz HD-AMP1 Integrated Amplifier, the HD-CD1 Compact 
Disc Player and the HD-DAC1 Headphone Amplifier.  

These compact, ultra-high quality maestros, create simply amazing sound for the ears, 
that’s because we’ve used the similar amplification technologies that are used in the high-end 
Premium Series devices. They also present a highly pleasing, space-saving vision for the 
eyes, encompassing the unique Marantz look and feel, in a beautiful small-format appeal.   

MUSICLINK SERIES
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Now, whether you prefer the spacious freedom of your living room 
loudspeakers or the personal intensity of headphones you can enjoy 
your music collection via these new small-format sets. But don’t get 
mislead by their appearance, they are true maestros in miniature. 

Welcome to the world of compact quality.



MusicLink HD-AMP1 
HIGH DEFINITION INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER WITH DAC-MODE
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Classical elegance 
This newly-developed Marantz HD-AMP1 is a Premium-Class compact amplifier,  
with superb, elegant, classic looks. But don’t let that misguide you, its current feedback 
technology blasts out an ear-splitting 70W at 4ohms, while its fully discrete DAC post 
filter with HDAM and dual crystal clock makes standard counted sound as incredible as 
high-resolution audio, transforming new media files into the finest and purest of 
high-resolution playback.  

Digital filtering
It also gives you the unique Marantz Musical Digital Filtering (MMDF), with two  
filter characteristics to cater for different tastes, selectable to adjust for music content 
and your personal preference. Each handles even the minutest of detail with loving care 
within the digital audio signal. 
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The highest of High Res 
This is a “no compromise” compact maestro. As today’s new media not only comes in 
44.1kHz/16 bit resolution – similar to the CD format, Marantz also developed the 
digital filters to handle signals of up to 384kHz/32bit resolution and DSD 2.8MHz / 
5.6MHz / 11.2MHz. Such breath-taking performance enables it to utilise every bit of 
high-resolution digital files, reproducing music with stunning clarity. 

Extreme connectability 
Optical and coaxial digital inputs as well as a USB-B port enable you to stream music 
directly from your PC or MAC. iDevices can also be connected via the USB port on the 
front. For even more connectivity we have also included an analogue input. The USB-B 
works in asynchronous mode to support not only 384 kHz / 32bits high-resolution 
audio but also the DSD 2.8MHz, 5.6MHz and 11.2MHz for maximized performance 
and the most direct way to enjoy excellent quality. To safeguard quality when connected 
to a computer, we built extended isolation around the USB-B input to eliminate the 
chance of high frequency noise generated by the computer entering the HD-AMP1.  
We even included a jitter remover for extreme clarity. 

The vision of style 
Information on volume, input, resolution, and more is shown on the stylish Marantz 
Porthole Display. While the solid aluminium front is supported by a double layer 
bottom plate and retro-style wooden side panels. 



The latest addition to the new Marantz MusicLink series is the HD-CD1, 
a high-quality CD player in the same compact form as the HD-AMP1 amplifier, for 
which it is the perfect match. Combining more than 30 years of Marantz expertise in 
compact disc playback with the latest developments in digital audio technology, it’s ideal 
for use as a CD transport when used with the HD-AMP1, or as a CD player in any 
situation where a compact form-factor is required without any compromise on sound 
quality. It’s a superb Marantz CD player – in miniature!

Marantz HDAM for superb audio performance
Compact the HD-CD1 may be, but at its heart is all the technology that’s made 
Marantz a leader in top-quality CD playback. And central to that is the use of the 
Marantz-designed HDAM Hyper-Dynamic Amplifier Modules: in place of the 
all-in-one ‘chip amplifiers’ used elsewhere, these miniature amplifiers are built from 
separate, optimised components for the very best sound quality, and are found in 
Marantz products all the way up to the Reference Series players and amplifiers. In the 
HD-CD1 the latest-generation HDAM-SA2 version of this technology is used, to 
provide a wide dynamic range and wide frequency response with lowest distortion –  
in other words, to get you closer to the music. HDAM technology is also used in the 
headphone section, which has its own dedicated amplification.

Reference-quality digital-to-analogue conversion
Central to the sound quality of the HD-CD1 is a high-quality CD transport mechanism, 
designed for ultra-accurate disc-reading, and this sends data to the player’s high-resolution 
digital-to-analogue converter, which is the same Cirrus Logic CS4398 device found in 
top-flight digital hardware. This is used together with a crystal oscillator master clock 
designed for ultra-low phase noise, and a low impedance capacitor, also designed for low 
noise, ensuring digital data is converted into an analogue sound with lifelike dynamics 
and timbre, breathtaking presence and sheer musicality.

Dedicated headphone amplifier with volume control and adjustable gain
Whether you want to use the HD-CD1 on your desk for full-time headphone listening, 
or just occasionally want to connect a pair of ‘phones for a private music session, the 
dedicated headphone section in the player will delight. To make the most of personal 
listening, it has its own volume control and a dedicated HDAM-SA2 amplifier, 
complete with adjustable gain setting – low, medium and high – to enable it to drive 
even highly-demanding audiophile headphones.

MusicLink HD-CD1 
H I G H  D E F I N I T I O N  C D  P L AY E R
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Intense
Headphones have always added extra intensity to music. Now, with the Marantz 
HD-DAC1 Headphone Amplifier, that intensity reaches new climactic heights. 
Not surprisingly, this new product category comes with a new design, but as always 
with the unmistakable Marantz family resemblance – it looks new, refreshing, and 
different, but it incorporates all the traditions of  Marantz quality. What’s more, it 
sounds fantastic. 

Powerful
The HD-DAC1 is so powerful, it can even drive audiophile high-impedance headphones 
of up to 600 ohm - with complete ease. All thanks to its three-level gain control, 
Marantz HDAM modules, a high current audiophile DAC (CS4398), and its premium 
quality fixed and variable RCA outputs. It is so powerful, it not only drives headphones, 
you can also directly connect it to your Hi-Fi integrated amplifier or to a pair of active 
speakers or power amps. 

Connected 
It’s also highly connectable. You get optical and coaxial digital inputs as well as a USB-B 
port enabling you to stream music directly from your PC or MAC. iDevices can also be 
connected via the USB port on the front. For even more connectivity we have also 
included an analogue input. The USB-B works in asynchronous mode to support not 
only 192 kHz / 24bits high-resolution audio but also the DSD 2.8MHz and 5.6MHz 
for maximized performance and the most direct way to enjoy excellent quality. To 
safeguard quality when connected to a computer, we built extended isolation around 
the USB-B input to eliminate the chance of high frequency noise generated by the 
computer entering the HD-DAC1. We even included a jitter remover and Dual Clock 
for extreme accuracy.

MusicLink HD-DAC1 
H I G H  D E F I N I T I O N  H E A D P H O N E  A M P L I F I E R  W I T H  D A C - M O D E
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And stylish 
Without doubt, the HD-DAC1 is a feast for the ears. It also looks good. Similar to its 
big brother, the HD-AMP1, it displays Information on volume, input, resolution, and 
more on the stylish Marantz Porthole Display. While the solid aluminium front is 
supported by a double layer bottom plate and retro-style wooden side panels. A true 
masterclass in style.



“As one of my favourite singers, Bono, said: 
“Music can change the world, because it can 
change people.”
Richard Barclay
Ireland

“They say that the music you listen to between the 
ages of 12 and 22 sticks with you for the rest of 
your life. I think this works for me because even 
though I like a lot of new music, the music from 
my youth is still vividly in my mind and fills me 
with exquisite and very moving memories.”
Yasmin Parvaneh
Turkey

“Music takes you to beautiful places without the 
hassle of travelling.”
Martina Svetlova
Slovakia

“It takes me out of the mundane rhythms of 
everyday life. And makes me feel acutely alive.”
James Kingston
Wales

“Can you hear the trumpets up there?”
Ken amazed me at one of his listening sessions.
From then on I listened to music in a different way.”
Claudine Jacquette
France

“Music matters because it puts an extra dimension 
to many things in life. It brings back memories, 
influences your state of mind but most importantly 
adds emotion to milestones in your life.”
Niels Kluijtmans
The Netherlands

“Live music means full entertainment to me: it 
can touch me, bring me joy, and move me deeply. 
Marantz is able to reproduce this experience for me 
and I can relive it over and over again.”
Torsten Berger
Germany

Why does music matter?

Everyone has a different answer, 
but somehow they’re all connected.
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We asked some of our colleagues around Europe, 
here’s what they said...



“If I were not a physicist,  
I would probably be  

a musician. I often think in 
music. I live my daydreams  
in music. I see my life in 

terms of music.” 

Albert Einstein

Marantz Europe is a division of D&M Europe B.V. and is headquartered in The Netherlands.
Postbus 8744, 5605 LS Eindhoven 

D&M Audiovisual Ltd., Unit 10, 1 Lanyon Quay, Belfast BT1 3LG, Northern Ireland
www.marantz.com 

Availability of models may vary from country to country. Marantz reserves the right to change the design and  
specification due to a policy of continuous product improvements without notice.



www.ma r a n t z . c om


